Student activity guide

How can I find something I’m not even sure exists?

Activity

Tools

1

Use your Regional Starter Sheet to understand the areas in your region that are
connected with the dairy industry
You are trying to find one of three things:
1. Photos of what an item, event or place used to be like.
2. Photos of what that item, event or place looks like today.
3. Stories from people who can remember what it was like.

2

You can find a person with a photograph of a place AND a story
If the photo isn’t digital use a digital camera to create a digital copy.
Pin your photo to your class Historypin map (make your location as accurate as possible)
Tag your photo DairyNZ.
Add tags for the region it relates to.
Add tags for the themes it relates to.
Make sure to add your story and credit the image appropriately.
Add a date (again, try and be as accurate as possible).
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3

You can find a photograph of a place BUT you have no story
If the photo isn’t digital use the Historypin app to take a photo of the hard copy.
Pin your photo to the Historypin map (make your location as accurate as possible).
Tag your photo DairyNZ.
Add tags for the region it relates to.
Add tags for the themes it relates to.
Add a date (again, try and be as accurate as possible).
Return to your class brainstorm of community resources, services, connections
and museums.
Identify some places to start hunting for your story.
Begin your search:
Be prepared to think creatively about who or where you might be able to access a story
Be prepared to try and fail a couple of times before you find the answer you’re looking for
	Think about different ways of contacting people or use different search terms to strike
it lucky
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4

You have a story about a place, an event or a thing BUT no photograph
Take a photo of the place that your story relates to and pin it to the map.
Pin your photo to the Historypin map (make your location as accurate as possible).
Tag your photo DairyNZ.
Add tags for the region it relates to.
Add tags for the themes it relates to.
Make the date as today’s date.
Now the search is on for photos of that same location from before today.
Return to your class brainstorm of community resources, services, connections
and museums.
Identify some places to start hunting for your photograph.
Begin your search:
Be prepared to think creatively about who or where you might be able to access
a photograph
Be prepared to try and fail a couple of times before you find the answer you’re looking for
Think about different ways of contacting people or use different search terms to strike
it lucky
Find as many photos as you can of the same location and pin them all.
If you can, try and line up a specific feature such as a road or the corner of a building.
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You can check you have completed the task successfully by:

SUCCESS
CRITERIA

Brainstorming a list of search terms that
successfully lead the student to a photo
Locating a local historic photo and acquiring
a digital copy of it

Accessing a source (or sources) that reveal
the story, location and date of the photo
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